Our work on behalf of life sciences clients includes:

- 200+ Publicly Traded
- 1,000+ Private Life Sciences Companies
- Combined Value of More Than $85B
- Public Offerings
- M&A Transactions

Strategic General Counsel, Advising on a Comprehensive Scope of Business Operations and Issues
OVERVIEW

Life Sciences innovators turn to Wilson Sonsini’s corporate life sciences team so they can concentrate on breakthrough science, trusting us to help them transform their ideas into a viable enterprise with a cohesive intellectual property and regulatory strategy poised to attract institutional financing and achieve an attractive exit. For over 60 years, we have worked closely with our clients through every stage of their companies’ life cycles, helping over 1,000 private life sciences companies on matters ranging from formation to IPO and strategic partnerships. Coordinating seamlessly with our patents and innovations and technology transfer groups, we are counselors and strategic advisors to our clients, with unparalleled expertise in advising emerging growth companies, venture finance, M&A, strategic partnering, and IPOs. Our experience and strong relationships with our clients allow us to provide pragmatic and creative advice that helps them thrive through ever-changing economic and funding environments, weathering short-term ups-and-downs while ensuring the achievement of long-term growth and exit goals.

More than 100 of our patents and innovations legal professionals hold Ph.D.s and have significant experience in the life sciences industry. Our team also includes experts in technology transactions and commercialization, regulatory and compliance issues, and corporate matters, including former senior technology licensing executives at top-tier research universities and former in-house legal counsel for major life sciences companies.

Whether we are working with emerging or established companies, or with investors, our clients benefit from our holistic approach to enterprise building, our strategic IP counseling, and our deep relationships with life sciences entrepreneurs, innovators, investors, start-up incubators and accelerators, and research institutions.

For each client, we create a robust four-pillar strategic framework for maximizing the company’s chances of reaching its business objectives:

A Nationally Recognized and Ranked Life Sciences Practice

Wilson Sonsini was ranked as one of Law360’s “Life Sciences Groups of the Year” and was ranked No. 1 in the Life Sciences Law Firm Index published by Lake Whillans, based on research conducted by Breaking Media. Wilson Sonsini has also been named the Venture Capital Firm of the Year by LMG Life Sciences in recent years.

Recent Wins + Recognition: 2022 LMG Life Sciences Awards

At the 2022 LMG Life Sciences Awards, Wilson Sonsini was recognized under “Impact Deals of the Year—United States” for its role in Sanofi’s $6.15 billion collaboration with IGM Biosciences.
TURNING AN IDEA INTO AN ENTERPRISE

We know that it takes more than breakthrough science to build a viable company because we have helped more than 1,000 life sciences founders and entrepreneurs do just that. From developing and protecting innovation to ensuring regulatory compliance to identifying the right board members and the best sources of capital, we help make your business journey feasible, easier, and more predictable.

We have creative and flexible ways to work with entrepreneurs and their limited starting funds. Our innovative approach to serving emerging life sciences companies also includes using technology to streamline, automate, and digitize the legal processes typical for a start-up. Through our new platform, Neuron, we are combining our legal expertise and business know-how with digital automation to provide highly responsive yet cost-effective legal services.

Over the last five years, our firm has helped raise more than 1,100 venture rounds totaling more than $22 billion. This experience and our industry relationships give us an unparalleled insight into the various capitalization tools available to emerging life sciences companies, even during economic downturns. To help our clients find the funding they need, we often make strategic introductions and frequently host events attended by life sciences innovators, entrepreneurs, and investors.

HELPING INVESTORS SUPPORT INNOVATION

Wilson Sonsini has represented clients in thousands of venture finance deals. Investors rely on our unmatched experience in venture finance dealmaking and our deep focus on life sciences to help them identify, manage, and exit promising ventures. We help them understand and strengthen their life sciences portfolios from the scientific, IP, and regulatory perspectives as well as source new opportunities in emerging areas of life sciences innovation. With our finger on the pulse of the industry, we are able to find the optimal venture capital investment opportunity at each stage in the development of an emerging growth company.

Private equity firms also engage us to act as strategic advisors for their portfolio companies, counseling these emerging companies on all aspects of forming, growing, and exiting a successful life sciences enterprise. Moreover, our strong relationships with
entrepreneurs, innovators, research institutions, incubators and accelerators, and biopharmaceutical companies enable us to introduce investors to stellar potential board and management team members who can helm portfolio companies for a greater chance of success.

ACHIEVING THE PERFECT EXIT

Established life sciences enterprises, including medical device, diagnostics, and biological tools and services companies, turn to us for assistance with their exit strategies. We have worked with thousands of companies to conclude successful sales, initial public offerings, or strategic collaborations. In the last five years alone, we have completed hundreds of life-sciences-related public offerings and M&A transactions with a combined value of greater than $84 billion, including deals that required highly complex M&A structures. We have also counseled hundreds of life sciences companies on structuring strategic commercial collaborations.

Our experience advising companies on both the buy and sell sides of the negotiation table includes virtually every type of M&A transaction, including small “tuck-in” acquisitions, strategic mergers and business combinations, complex cross-border deals, spin-offs, and tangible and intangible asset acquisitions. Our M&A work has garnered awards and recognitions, and we have been consistently ranked among the top M&A advisers across all industries in the U.S. by sources such as Refinitiv, Bloomberg, and Mergermarket.

For companies looking to an IPO as their exit strategy, our comprehensive process, honed over hundreds of deals, ensures that the IPO is the precursor to realizing the client’s business vision for years to come. We know that successful IPOs require a dedicated team for the duration of the transaction, leveraging the connections of the entire firm, including at the highest levels of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and national exchanges, managing all aspects of the offering, and being prepared to handle unexpected hurdles, from competitor actions to government shutdowns and shifting economic and market conditions.

As the firm’s attorneys nurtured promising start-ups through the business life cycle, many opted to go public. The evolution of our clients from privately held to public companies is one reason why Wilson Sonsini successfully built a respected, top-ranked public company practice. The firm has more than 300 public company clients and a sterling reputation as an adviser to corporations, boards of directors, and board committees.